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DOROTHY NAPANGARDI WENT FROM PAINTING
IN THE OUTBACK TO HAVING HER WORK
REPRESENTED IN RENOWNED GALLERIES SUCH
AS NEW YORK’S METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART

S TO RY A L I S O N WA K E H A M
P H OTO G R A P H Y DA N N Y LO P E S

D
Acclaimed artist, the late Dorothy Napangardi.
Published with consent.
Border work: Beyond Mina Mina -Bilby Dreaming

orothy Napangardi would often paint sitting on the ground,
legs tucked underneath her, cup of tea at hand and guided by
a talent so great she would go on to write her name in the
stars alongside Australia’s finest artists.
Her highly experimental work would chart her relationship
with her ancestral country in the Tanami Desert, Mina Mina, a significant
sacred site. First, she would paint it in blues, reds, oranges, yellows and
browns but as her affinity with her land deepened she would often depict
it in shimmering black and white, leaving space for viewers to engage with
her art.
This groundbreaking, spare style used a series of abstract intersecting
lines, rather than a dot formation, to trace her ancestors’ journeys, putting
Napangardi at the forefront of the modern Aboriginal art movement. But
while she nestles comfortably next to acclaimed Indigenous artists Emily
Kngwarreye, Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, Albert Namatjira and Gloria
Petyarre, she and her contemporaries are recognised internationally as
significant Australian artists — the qualification Indigenous is simply not
required.
Napangardi’s remarkable life, which would take her from the desert to
the United States and put her work in galleries and private collections
around the world, is the subject of a landmark retrospective at Fremantle’s
Japingka Gallery for the next five weeks. It is the first comprehensive
survey spanning her celebrated career and includes many works never
shown publicly. It also traces her relationship with her manager and close
friend, Roslyn Premont, whose work with Napangardi at Gallery
Gondwana in Alice Springs help set the artist on her historic course.
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